Phase I Ex Ante Review Findings
Measure Description
The implementer proposes to replace a single effect evaporator system with a three effect
evaporator system including Mechanical Vapor Recompression (MVR) and Thermal Vapor
Recompression (TVR).
The existing system is a single effect evaporator which uses steam to reduce the water content of
tomato products thereby increasing the tomato concentration. The existing evaporator also
includes a steam driven product pump. Evaporated tomato vapor condensate is sent to a
condenser and heat is rejected in a cooling tower and the condensate is sent to the drain.
The proposed system is a multi-effect evaporator using MVR and TVR. According to the
implementer, the proposed system will operate using the combined MVR and TVR techniques.
In MVR, a mechanical compressor compresses the water vapor to higher pressure and
temperature and then reuses it in place of steam to heat the tomato product until the desired
tomato concentration product is achieved. In TVR, high pressure steam compresses the partial
water vapor in thermal compressor and recycles its latent heat. TVR requires reduced steam
input along with the compressed water vapor to sustain the evaporation process. The project
includes new steam turbine driven and electric motor driven pumps.
The project appears to involve a capacity expansion. The existing product throughput is shown
as
pounds per hour (pph) of tomatoes and the proposed product throughput is shown as
62,500 pph of tomatoes.
Summary of Review
The Investor-Owned-Utility (IOU) submitted the following documents on 12/19/2013 for this
Phase I review:


1440-13-2222 DR_PCP_MVR_TVR.doc-Project description Report by the implementer.



1440-13-2222_EE Calcs_PCP_MVR_TVR.xls- ex ante calculations submitted by the
implementer.



Executed Access Agreement.



1440-13-2222_EE Calcs_PCP_MVR_TVRrev aesc.xls- ex ante calculations reviewed by
IOU reviewer;



Review of Project Description Report 1440-13-2222.doc-project summary by IOU
reviewer.

The CPUC review staff has determined that the project appears to involve a capacity expansion.
The existing product throughput is shown as
pounds per hour (pph) of tomatoes and the
proposed product throughput is shown as 62,500 pph of tomatoes. The IOU has not properly
addressed the proposed capacity expansion in the submitted documents. The M&V plan does
not appear to normalize the analysis to the tomato throughput or account for different baselines
such as the EUL-RUL period and expanded capacity which may be applicable to this project.
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Review Conclusion
The ex ante calculations not approved. CPUC staff will continue to review this project pending
fulfillment of the CPUC Staff Requested Action by the IOU.
Summary of CPUC Staff Requested Action by the IOU
CPUC Staff requests that the IOU undertake the recommended steps and submit the following
information due on 1/21/2014 (or 14 days from submittal date to IOU):
1. Describe the age and condition of the existing evaporator system.
2. Describe if the existing evaporator will be removed or retained after the project is
implemented.
3. Provide the project status, has design commenced? Has equipment been ordered? When
does the customer anticipate completing the project?
4. Provide the RUL and EUL for the project.
5. The project appears to be a capacity expansion. Describe if the existing evaporator
system can process the proposed product throughput (62,500 pph). The correct baseline
for capacity expansion may be current industry standard practice (ISP).
6. If the correct baseline is current ISP, provide a discussion of ISP and describe how this
project exceeds ISP. Consider that ISP may also pertain to the dual baseline (if
applicable).
7. If the correct baseline is current ISP, the cost basis may be the incremental cost, not the
full cost of the project. Address the incremental cost (the cost beyond ISP).
8. Describe the applicability of the Fisher Controls algorithms to this project. Are the
existing and proposed valves manufactured by Fisher Controls?
9. Resubmit calculations. The calculation approach and methodology may need to be
revised pending baseline determination. The analysis methodology should be revised to
provide a normalized approach to estimating the impacts for the project, i.e. energy
units/production units pre and post project.
10. Provide a diagram showing existing and proposed system measurement points. Provide
SCADA graphic screen shots to facilitate CPUC Staff comprehension of the proposed
M&V plan.
11. Describe the data archiving capabilities of the SCADA system. Are data archived on
Change of Variable (COV) or a based on a time increment? Other parameters?
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12. The M&V plan recommends that certain measurement points be incorporated in the
proposed system. Describe how the M&V will be executed if the recommended
measurement points are not installed by the customer.
13. Provide a more detailed M&V plan including adjustments for ISP and the EUL-RUL
period (if applicable). Increase the baseline and post installation measurement periods to
one full production season. Include a statement regarding whether or not the frozen ex
ante claims will be based upon the final M&V or engineering calculations alone.
14. ED is likely to request additional information as the details of this project become better
defined.
15. ED requests that PG&E to continue to keep ED informed of progress and next steps on
this project.
16. ED requests the opportunity to review the requested data, analysis and calculations prior
to the freezing of ex ante savings impacts for this project.
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